26th Aug 2021

Attendees

Agenda

- Ireland Tie-Up
  - V2 docs nearing completion
  - Ireland Documentation Project Board
    - James to see where we can use “Edgy” as a short term note
- TAF Status
  - All passing: 541 Functional, 32 Integration, 10 Performance
    - Snaps TAF testing waiting review. Cloud and team to review
- Core WG Project Board
  - edgex-go
    - New issues
      - #3679 Support complex object types in Reading
        - Tony to add comments, and come to conclusion in next week
        - Raise to TSC for approval for Jakarta
      - #3677 How to config the device service send sensor data to the redis message bus, and make the core data service persisted
sensor data?

- #3668 The response code of Get Command should come from Device Service
- #3669 Remove unused variables in the infrastructure/redis package

**Review**

- #525 V2 CLI
  
  [link to V2 CLI](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/blob/00752ee710ed441ccad78b198e6ceed03ed2e4e6/docs_src/design/adr/core/0019-EdgeX-CLI-V2.md)

**Fixed issues**

- #3676 [kuiper] security-secretstore-setup uses hard-coded YAML with docker network-name
- #3538 [Snap] Update snap to use latest Kuiper and Secure MessageBus
- #3682 Device Profile with Yaml format Can't be marshal to Json in some case

**QA/Test Project Board**

- Fixed issues
  
  - #517 Implement config tests device-virtual with mqtt message bus
  - #519 Increase the sleep time after restarting services

**Other Business**

- Test notes to be part of PR process - Lenny and Tony to provide sample for review